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Y ynopsis 
Circuit breakers are the most important components of the power system They 
mantam power quality as well as reliability of electricity bemg supplied to consumers 
at all tlmes For EHV power transmumon as well as for rnedum voltages, SF6 circuit 
breakers have found mde applicabdity The main feature of this class of m u i t  breakers 
is that they work on the principle of gas blast for arc q u e n h g  whch occurs m between 
the arcing contacts of the circmt breaker Arc hberates enormous amount of energy 
inside the arc interrupting chamber Puffer design which is very popular vvlth vanous 
manufacturers for different voltage ranges use convergent-divergent nozzle across which 
the pressure grahent of SF6 gas ~s mmtained T b  gradent ui created by the relative 
motlon between the plston and the cylinder Thus the design of the interruptmg chamber 
of the circuit breaker has to be done with due care as there are variety of parameters that 
do play a sigmficant role One of them ~s obviously the arc temperature Estimation of 
the arc temperature therefore becomes vary essentd 
Fat  
A review of the investigations that have been c a r d  out so fsr has been done Ex- 
perimental work on SF6 arcs carned out so far is maxnly confined to the measurement 
of some properties of the arc such as arc voltage, current, arc radius etc Temperature 
measurements are scarce and difficult to perform Further, flow cond~tions outside the arc 
as well as composition of the arc due to metal vapour are dlfEicult to define In mew of 
the above, theoretical rnvestigations based on the partial differential equat~ons of mass, 
momentum and energy of gasdynamics have become important 
For gas-blast arc whch burns Inside the nozzle of the mtempting chamber a suitable 
mathematical model is developed that takes into account the nozzle geometry Further, 
the essential features of the nozzle arc can be simulated based only on the partial differ- 
ential equations of the gas-dynamics as well as Ohm's law 
In the present work, a smtable mathematical model E developed based on the follow- 
mg assumptions, such as, laminar gas flow, existence of local thermal equilibrium and 
electrode voltage drop neglected etc 
These are standard equations of mass contmuity, momentum conservation and energy 
balance As the current ~s non-umformly dntnbuted over the arc cross-section, Ohm's 
law has been used The equations that govern the flow behavlour are non-hear, unsteady 
and one-dimensional as well as coupled m nature Since a direct method to solve these 
equations ~s not awlable numerical solution of the problem ~s attempted From the above 
mathematical model unportant arc parameters like arc temperature , axial-flow velocity 
are detemned For t b  purpose, Frnite difference methodology has been selected The 
above arc characteristics have been deterrnmed for different arc currents that are generally 
used for different cucuit breakers 
A comparison was made with results whlch are available in the literature for the current 
of 20 A and 2 kA at the pressure of 1 0 MPa (10 bar) Results &bit good aggrement 
More calculations are performed with thls model for various values of power flow currents 
at pressure of 3 5, 5 and 10 bar Pressure values Inside the gas blast mterrupter and 
power flow currents have been selected w t h  practical pomt of vlew With Increase m 
power flow current there E an increase m the arc core temperature Further, the arc 
temperature remams constant over the arc r d u s  and reduces very rapidly at the thermal 
boundary regon In the central regon of the arc, temperature g r d e n t  is insignificant 
In the thermal boundary regon t h s  gralent ~s very hgh Axial veloclty and arc core 
radius variations show the general trend that with increase m power flow current there IS 
lncrease m axal veloclty 
]From the present study, it IS possible to estimate the arc temperature as well as axial 
flow velocity of a gas for vanous values of the power flow currents But these data wdl 
gve a measure of the magnitudes of the arc temperature and its m a t i o n  with arc radlus 
whch will help for better understmdmg of the arc phenomenon and mght induectly help 
the selection of material for the nozzle and the walls of the interrupting chamber of the 
circmt breaker 
